
 

About Combin 
 

 

 

Combin is a desktop-based application for easy Instagram 

activity management and organic audience growth.  

The application was created by a team of seasoned 

professionals of software development and social media 

marketing as a safe alternative to inefficient Instagram 

bot-farming tools. 

Combin caters to entrepreneurs and small businesses 

with up to 5 Instagram accounts. It provides essential 

features for potential Instagram followers search, analysis 

and interaction, and for maintaining relations with existing 

audience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

“Combin has allowed me to devote more time to actual work instead of spending 

hours on mundane search and interaction with potentially interested people.  

It’s the tool I was looking for and I recommend Combin to all brands that rely on 

Instagram marketing in aim to get genuine feedback and real deals.”  

Edward ‘Chromepower’ 

tattoo artist  Alina Berezhnaya 

Edward ‘Chromepower’ 

Tattoo artist 

 

 

 

 

“Combin does exactly what it promises — helps attracting real active followers 

without putting your Instagram account at risk of being banned.  

Special attention should be given to its clean design and user-friendly interface. 

That’s what all modern applications should look and be like!”  

 

 

Alina Berezhnaya 

Music critic 

 

 

 

 



 

Videos: 

Combin für Instagram ▶ Social Bot Test, Erfahrung und Insights 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMry2uRF0MU  
 
Tutorial: How to Get More Instagram Followers Using Combin (Mac) | Annalisa Creative 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OasTk2-OHPA  
 
 
How to gain real Instagram followers with Combin tool? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mx7vra8DP0g  
 
Combin - Ready to grow your Instagram? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v71Td6iO5Bk  
 
 
 
 
Screenshots: https://static.combin.com/base/press/media-kit/combin_media_kit.zip 
 
 

Story 
 
Combin project was started by a team of skilled developers and digital marketing specialists in 
2016. Both parties were concerned with the amount of risky, robotic tools flooding the market of 
Instagram growth software. They decided to combine forces in order to create a smart, safe and 
easy to use tool that they could and would use themselves for Instagram management and 
audience building. 
 
The fist beta-version of the application was released a few months later the same year and 
distributed to digital marketing specialists. Even though the initial version had only a small quantity 
of the most essential features, it got a warm reception from the marketers and the team proceeded 
to improve their brainchild. 
 
Combin of today is a seamless organic Instagram growth tool with 30 000 active users. The 
application users are individuals and small business owners who hand over the task of automating 
Instagram activity to Combin and attract new real followers daily with its help. 
 
 
 

Functionality 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMry2uRF0MU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OasTk2-OHPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mx7vra8DP0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v71Td6iO5Bk
https://static.combin.com/base/press/media-kit/combin_media_kit.zip


 

 
 

- Up to 5 Instagram accounts management 
 

- Single and mass liking, commenting, following, unfollowing actions 
 

- Posts and accounts search by hashtag, location, hashtag+location, among followers and 
commenters of other Instagram users 

  
- Machine learning-enhanced user analysis 

 
- Search results with up to 500 items per page 

 
- Search results sorting by date and number of likes, comments, followers 

 
- Search results filtering of private accounts, followers, following, interaction inefficient 

accounts (Celebrities, shop, spam accounts) 
 

- Accounts that don’t mutually follow user’s account determination 
 

- Hidden list functionality for blacklisting uninteresting accounts within the application 
 

- Safe list functionality for protecting important accounts from unfollowing by mistake 
 

- Unfollowed list functionality tracking accounts that were unfollowed and preventing them 
from being followed again 

 

 
Future development 
 
Combin team has ambitious plans for 2018. As many as five new major features are going to be 
implemented: 
 

- New location search User will be able to define location search radius or pick specific place 
points on an interactive map. 

- Activity statistics An easy access to detailed information about user account growth 
progress. 

- Automatic action tasks Scheduling regularly performed tasks will only be required once. 
- Post scheduling Upload post content, caption and reserve the first comment for the 

hashtag cloud without opening Instagram. 



 

- DM and comments inbox See all received messages and comments, and respond to them 
directly from Combin. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


